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By Isabella Wu
Dear readers,
It’s been one exhilarating journey with
you. From interviewing Mr. Affeldt on
the MPD to sassy SNL recaps, we at
Sword & Shield have never had more fun
bringing news to you. Over the course of
the year we’ve been at sporting events,
the Cupcake Smackdown, and backstage
with the drama crew. We’ve covered the
riveting presidential election and the All
School Read. Most importantly, we’ve
expanded each section and increased
our audience. With over 60 writers this
year and countless other contributors, the
Sword & Shield has worked to bring you
Memorial’s stories.
In this final issue of the 20162017 school year, we celebrate the
graduation of our seniors. As the final
class born entirely in the 20th century,
the class of 2017 has much to celebrate.
To my fellow class members, I hope you

of
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Omar Rivas-Alvarez, Hang Thao,
Mai Lia Thao and Yayuko Thao

Senior Class Officers Bailey Besta,
Rahim Ansari, Jessica Liebau and
Kristine Nguyen

Final Editor’s Note Continued...

have created wonderful memories just as I have.
It’s been my honor to serve you. A tremendous
THANK YOU to my fantastic editor team and TPF. None of
this could have been accomplished without you, and I’m proud
of your work. Your innovative ideas and dedication made the
Sword & Shield succeed. I’ll always hold my memories of late
layout evenings and Garrett Kennedy’s sass....
We’ve accomplished a lot this year, and for the editor
team of 2017-2018, it’s now time to take charge and continue to
improve the Sword & Shield. In our tumultuous age, it’s more
crucial than ever that we come together and share our stories.
At Sword & Shield, we strive to achieve this vision. That’s why
we need YOU, our readers, to join us. It’s you that makes the
school newspaper run.
Best of luck on your Sword & Shield adventure, future writers!
Bruce
Dahmen
Scholarship
I hope
you’ll Memorial
have as much
fun as I did.
Chase Danielson
Ryia Steps
All the best,
Odoi
Lassey
William Wilson
Isabella
Wu,
Editor-in-Chief
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SPECIAL THANKS

Our Ushers: Jack Maloney and
Theodor Herfuth
Luke Vander Meer The members of Ms. Glee Brechler’s Gourmet
serving the special desserts at
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Jane Song
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Samantha Jane Adler
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Natalie Faye Barrett
Caroline Jane Bergman
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Davis James Blanchard
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Henry David Capuano
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Chase Thomas Danielson
Edmund Joseph Elder
Marlowe Elizabeth Eldridge
Kelly Ann Elmes
Taylor Jean Eslick
Thomas Joseph Greene
Maxwell Lucas Greenleaf
Benjamin Davis Harrington
Marisa Louise Hetzler
Drake Edward Horton
Lea Aide Hulsey
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Kulani Ramona Jahrling
Andrea Kathryn Jainga
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Lauren Meredith Johnson
Henry Franklin Johnson
Emily Ann Kaldenberg
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Brock Alexander MacDonald
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Kristine Nguyen
Georgia Lin Norton
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Nicole Thuy-Lan Hoang Pham
Anna Theresa Prestine
Erica Jordan Reiners
Omar Rivas-Alvarez
Jennifer Kathryn Roth
Zildjian Diaz Salupen
Onanong Samakkarn
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Mary Theresa Shampo
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Summer 2017:

My Most Anticipated
New Movies & TV
Shows
By Dane Peplinski

1. It Comes At Night
2. The Beguiled
3. Okja
4. Dunkirk
5. The Little Hours
6. Baby Driver
7. All Eyez on Me
8. Ingrid Goes West
9. Beatriz At Dinner
10. Detroit
11. Girls Trip
12. Rough Night
13. Valerian and the City of a
Thousand Planets
14. Brigsby Bear
15. Transformers: The Last Night
16. Despicable Me 3
17. War of the Planet of the Apes
18. The Emoji Movie
19. Tulip Fever
20. Annabelle: Creation
TV
1. Orange is the New Black (Netflix)
2. Game of Thrones (HBO)
3. Snowfall (FX)
4. Glow (Netflix)
Note: the Sword & Shield would like
to thank Dane Peplinki for his efforts.
He has faithfully supplied the paper
with movie reviews since he was a
freshman.
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Most
Likely
to...

2017

Start a band: Josh Halverson

Be a captain in
the army: Henry
Wellington

Have the highest
Snapchat score:
Chris Knight
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Become famous:
Billy Wilson

Be a class clown: Dominic Gentile

Best car: Perri Moran

Travel the
world:
Kate Fowler

Best laugh:
Bailey Besta

Be a soccer mom:
Grace Kaldor
Best dressed: Nicole Pham and
Chase Danielson

Cutest couple:
Nathan Webber
and Miranda Peterson
Have 10 kids:
Alayna Roche and
Bella Walters

Become a professional artist: Freddie Lopez
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Most
Likely
to...

Have the best tweets: Bennett Tomalin
and Rory McGuire

Climb Mount Everest:
Kristen Erickson

Live on a farm: Jared Gonzales

Be a coffee addict: Grace (Q) Quandt

Be a Professional Athlete:
Jake Ferguson

8

Come back to teach at JMM:
Mary Shampo and
Molly McMahon

Become a
Millionaire: Chris
Xu and Peter Yang

Produce their own movie:
Lukas Day, Rey Gilardez, Zildjian Salupen
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I, Cailin Ahnen, will leave behind…the math
tables at lunch for whoever dares to eat in those
cold hallways next.
I, Jocelyn Alcantara, will leave behind…my
chopsticks to Maicheng Thao.
, Maggie Alioto. proclaim Arianna to be the heir
of my legacy in orchestra.
I, MK Anderson, will leave behind my hopes that
Isabel Eigenberger will understand a workout the
first time it’s said.
I, Rahim Ansari, will leave behind…the Broken
Ankles Basketball team to Tommy Hodges.
I, Lindsey Barge, will leave behind…my sparkliest
poms uniform to Nina.
I, Taylor Bearden, will leave behind…a unicorn to
Ms. Fitz.
I, Jonas Bietz, will leave behind…my Cross
Country times for Stryder Crooks to beat.
I, Allison Blanchard, will leave behind…a very
important thing for Hannah Metzger.
I, Davis Blanchard, will leave behind…my
leadership to the freshman.
I, CJ Brown, will leave behind…the memory of
me to all of my teachers (no give backs).
I, Tory Center, will leave behind… my role as Ms.
Glaaser’s favorite senior to a junior.
I, David Chen, will leave behind…$20
somewhere in the school. Good luck.
I, Daniel Cisneros, will leave behind…my motto;
who cares--live for yourself not others.
I, Chase Danielson, will leave behind…I’m
closing the yearbook.
I, Tsering Dorjee, will leave behind…my hitting
skills to Jack Jon Krumbach or Abram Zwaska.
We, Kristen Erickson, Perri Moran, Hadley Nellis,
and Jade Proctor will leave behind…producing
Spartan News to Sierra Hansen and Ian Rubasch.
GOOD LUCK!
I, Madalyn Esser, will leave behind…my hair in
the screws of the chairs.
I, Joel Faliski, will leave behind…my dignity to
Callum White.
I, Danielle Farr, will leave behind…the cage aux
cord to Stella Bloomer.
I, Megan Gale, will leave behind…my coffee
cups.
I, Dominic Gentile, will leave behind…my Spotify
playlists to Will Franken.
I, Charlotte Goetzka, will leave behind…
everything I learned in the past four years.
I, Zach Gonring, will leave behind…beard
dandruff probably all over the school.
I, Jordan Greene, will leave behind…my gains
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for the underclassmen.
I, Ben Harrington, will leave behind…Bruce’s
companionship to two frosh.
I, Jansen Hefty, will leave behind…most of
my rocket from aerospace which crashed
somewhere in the vicinity of Jefferson to
whoever knows where it ended up. Finders
keepers!
I, Marisa Hetzler, will leave behind…all of the
work on the South Park project I didn’t do to the
next Photoshop T.A.
I, Drake Horton, will leave behind…the
waterwonder to Will Wowk.
I, Lea Hulsey, will leave behind…my title as
superior Lea(h) to whoever proves themselves
strongest. Good luck Leah Vredenbredt and
Leah Metzger.
I, Amina Idris, will leave behind…my humor for
Jaden Kramer.
I, Colin Jackson, will leave behind…The legacy
of badminton club.
I, Joseph Jainga, will leave behind…the library.
I, Emily Kaldenberg, will leave behind…my
locker that doesn’t open to whichever unlucky
freshman gets stuck with it.
I, Grace Kaldor, will leave behind…my minivan
to Maia McKeon.
I, Ryan Patrik Kenny, will leave behind… my spot
in the locker room for Wes Turner.
I, Elizabeth Kielley, will leave behind…
Democrats club to Sophia Montoya.
I, Cora Kinney, will leave behind…my basketball
uniform for Elle.
I, Christopher Knight, will leave behind…my
basketball legacy to Omar Knight. Don`t suck
too much.
I, Ameya Kulkarni, will leave behind…my role as
emotional leader of the CC team to my nephew
Peter Vander Meer.
I, Greta Larget, will leave behind… my signature
in the choir room.
I, Odoi Lassey, will leave behind…my soccer
jersey(#7) to Will L.
I, Jessica Liebau, will leave behind…my car keys
for my little brother.
I, Nic Litza, will leave behind…my supply of food
from Starbound to Ms. Yahr.
I, Freddie Lopez-Daniel, will leave behind…MY
ART TEACHERS😭😭.
I, Brock MacDonald, will leave behind…my
senioritis to infect the next wave of seniors.
I, Chris Mann, will leave behind…my clinical
depression to my sister.

I, Phil McCarthy, will leave behind…a hockey
program with a promising future.
I, Olivia McDermott, will leave behind…all the
wonderful kids in Peer Partners.
I, Rory McGuire, will leave behind…my
shenanigans.
I, Molly McMahon, will leave behind…the
comfortable spot on the couch and my AP Bio
notes to Meghan.
I, Spencer Miller, will leave behind…fond
memories to Mr. Newland and Mr. Herman.
I, Hadley Nellis, will leave behind…the senior
video to whoever wants it!
I, Kristine Nguyen, will leave behind…my monster
pencil case to Jenny Jiang.
I, Derek Norris, will leave behind…flowers for Ms.
Fitz.
I, Georgia Norton, will leave behind…my memes
to Isabella Curtin.
I, Dane Peplinski, will leave behind… all of the
toxic people. I would say leave my innocence
but that’s long gone.
I, Hunter Peters, will leave behind…the Peters
Legacy to Brooke.
I, Miranda Peterson, will leave behind…my sanity
and my flash cards to my brother Brodde who
will be a freshman next year.
I, Nicole Pham, will leave behind…my facial
expressions for Fitz.
I, Jade Proctor, will leave behind…my
knowledge of the OJ Simpson case to Mr.Olson.
I, Wesley Proctor, will leave behind…Women’s
Club to the one and only Rhianna Prine.
I, Grace Quandt, will leave behind…my finesse
skills to Caitlin Murphy.
I, Erica Reiners, will leave behind…my DDAF Diva
Status to Audrey Accardo, the 8th Diva in the
series.
I, Brandon Rice, will leave behind…nothing
because I’m selfish.
I, Jen Roth, will leave behind…my best wishes for
you all.
I, Ameya Sanyal, will leave behind…Student
Senate to Morty Lee.
I, Asher Scarlett, will leave behind…all of the
f*@#s I gave, of which there are none.
I, Ted Schewe, will leave behind…the magic
conch to Michael Yee.
I, Noah Schneider, will leave behind…nothing for
everyone.
I, Morgaine Schroeder, will leave behind…the
loft to Emma, Kendra and Zoey!
I, Sara Schumacher, will leave behind…my sass

to Jenna.
I, Hritik Sharat, will leave behind…a White
Chocolate Mocha for Ms. Fitz.
I, Kentrell Shaw, will leave behind…my locker.
I, Danielle Slawny, will leave behind…
presidency of JMM Outdoors Club to Addie
Zweifel.
I, Lilly Snellman, will leave behind…everything
I’ve forgotten to turn in.
I, Ryia Steps, will leave behind…a lot of thank
you cards to my teachers.
I, MC Stiddler, will leave behind… nothing
because I am too good for anyone to have
anything that is mine.
I, Rebecca Stone, will leave behind…my parking
spot to Sarah Schofield.
I, Colin Supple, will leave behind…my chain for
Swaggy P, and my pearls for Ben Hogan.
I, Bennett Tomalin, will leave behind…my
lawnchair to William Lemkuil.
I, Sophia Vaccaro, will leave behind…my car for
my sister.
I, John Vang, will leave behind…my Hmong
language to Justin Ly.
I, Emily Vosberg, will leave behind…my volleyball
team room locker to Sophie Wagner.
I, Bella Walters, will leave behind…my Epi-Pen for
Maia McKeon.
I, Madie Ward, will leave behind…my calculator
to Ms. Yahr.
I, Nathan Webber, will leave behind…Blake
Olson’s STG1 snowboard to Connor Streifel and
Isaac Maida..
I, Billy Wilson, will leave behind…the
brotherhood legacy to Owen Greene and
William Gustafson.
I, Kyle Witalison, will leave behind…the
memories of our senior AVID class for Ms Burda.
I, Isabella Wu, will leave behind…300 Sword &
Shield pens to the editor team of 2017-2018.
I, Oscar Zavala, will leave behind…my shoes for
Mr. Spencer.
I, Jack Zweifel, will leave behind… my athlete of
the meet record to Kaine Japuntich.
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Significant Senior Artists

Sarah Barta
Marisa Hetzler
Anastasia Kois
Arianne Lanaville
Freddie Lopez
Spencer Miller
Perri Moran
Hadley Nellis
Vivian Polkinghorn
Asher Scarlett
Noah Schneider
Sara Schumacher
Tenzin Sopa

Sara Schumacher

Freddie Lopez

Ever since I was little I would always prefer coloring
books and crayons to regular toys, as child, I remember
pre-school was spent with the dinosaur coloring books
and tempera painting. In elementary school art class
became the highlight of my day from using watercolors to
learning about the primary colors, I was astounded about
how much I had yet to learn. In middle school, I took my
very first drawing course and general art classes, I had
always had a natural interest to painting and working
with clay. Once high school began, my freshman year I
signed up for drawing 1, and there I met my first JMM art
teacher, Mr. Newland, right away I could tell the amount
of passion and how much he really loves his job, in fact
every art teacher at memorial has given me massive
inspiration to become an art teacher. Later on when I took
Painting and Ceramics, I really worked on emphasizing
color, abstraction and how to make my art work weird
and unique. Although I have loved Photography, Graphic
Design, Art Experiences and Drawing, Sculpture and
Painting have my heart, my art teachers have given
me nothing but support, from my first Ceramics class
with Mr.Herman and the fungal environment, I knew I
wanted to continue on working with clay, to learning to
master watercolors with Ms. Parris Ford, I knew that the
passion they hold for the arts was just as great as mine.
The opportunity to have been on display in the MMOCA,
the school gallery and the principle’s office, will always
be deeply appreciated, and I could not be more thankful
to have been apart of this wonderful art department and
community of artists. In August of 2017 I plan to attend
the San Francisco Art Institute, where I will work towards
a BFA in either Sculpture or Painting, from there I hope
to be able to start off teaching High School and work on
receiving my MFA, so that I may eventually teach as a
college professor, my Memorial art teachers will always
be in my heart, no matter how far away from Madison I
am.
“Freddie is an amazing art student-- so motivated. I was lucky to have
him in several of my classes and as an aide. Freddie is not only a talented
artist but an incredible human being. He is sensitive to humanity and the
environment. The world will be a better place because of his work.” -TPF
Vivian Polkinghorn: Vivian is an impressively self-directed artist who
gives her artwork a focus and energy that is unique among her peers. Her
sculptural skills are strong and fully evidenced in the series of dragon-based
creatures she has imagine and brought to life. Her positive nature and her
smile are indefatigable!-- Geof Herman
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Art has never been about being the best for me. It is about
the emotion and the learning
that takes place throughout
each piece. Throughout the
seven years since I discovered art, I have learned and
improved with every work I
set out to create. While much
of the last few years has been
spent in classes honing my
skills, in the past year I have
also been working to imbue
emotion into my work. To
achieve this, I had to take time
to look within and assess what I value and what has great
significance in my thoughts and actions. I have found that
for me, art is less about the content than what impact is
has on the artist and the viewer. As I look forward, I hope
to share the power of art as a means of expression by
studying art therapy at Edgewood College.
My time at Memorial has exposed me to students and
teachers who are passionate about their work and delight
in sharing that passion with me. Across 4 years, 8 classes,
and one independent study, JMM’s art department has encouraged me to reach unimaginable heights. Yet the most
influential class was focused not on developing skills but
relationships. The Peer Partners art class, which I am taking this semester, has solidified my understanding of art as
an integral aspect of the relationships that form between
people of all ages and abilities. Through this class, I have
met caring and comical friends whose personalities shine
far brighter than any physical or cognitive differences. Art
has given each student the opportunity to express themselves, even if they are unable to do so verbally. While all
of my classes have strengthened my passion for art, Peer
Partners Art Experiences has reinforced my desire to share
art with others as an art therapist. I truly have all of the
staff of the Memorial art department to thank for setting
me on this path for my future.
“Sara is a diligent, creative, and meticulous artist. She selflessly and fearlessly supports the Peers Partners artists with care and joy. She’s a fantastic mix
of phenomenal work ethic, artistic skill, and compassion, traits she uses to
bring art into our community.” - Grace Reidle

Vivian Polkinghorn

I am very lucky to have been
a student of the Memorial
Art Department, between the
amazing teachers, students,
and projects I have learned
so much about art and
myself.
I started painting
pictures of my stuffed
animals when I was five
and since then I have
always been drawn to art.
Throughout the years I used
new mediums, and refined
my techniques in others, but
I was more productive as a student of the Memorial Art
Department. My freshman year, I took fashion design
which inspired me to continue with more creative classes

Hadley Nellis

Perri Moran

I have been surrounded by
At the age of 13, I knew
art my entire life; both of my
exactly what I wanted to be
great grandmothers were avid
when I “grew up”. I had a
painters and my father owns
plan. I was going to make
his own graphic design and
movies. I was going to write
marketing agency. I have althem, film them, star in them
ways appreciated art in all its
- I had it all figured out. My
forms, but I never really felt
first art class at JMM was
like I could be successful as
Video Production, and on the
an “artist” until I took Photo
second day of class, I was
1 during my freshman year.
ready to completely give up
The act of holding a camera
on my dream of becoming a
somehow made art more acfilmmaker. As a timid, self
cessible -- using a camera was
conscious freshman girl, I
something technical I could
was beyond intimidated by
learn and that skill opened up
the number of upperclassmen
the “art world” for me. I have
boys in the class, and I came
since moved from photography to mainly video work, and very close to dropping it. I didn’t, however, and that may
I have developed my filming and editing skills through
have been the best decision I’ve ever made. My confimore photo classes, video, and Spartan News. Next year I
dence and skill as a video artist has grown immensely
am continuing my education at the University of Minnesince that first time using a DSLR to shoot, or editing in
sota Twin Cities, where I will major in Film Studies and
Adobe Premiere. I’ve gone from one thing to the next:
Media Culture. I would like to thank Mr. Frontier for his
video to photo to independent studies to Spartan News
36
unconditional support and insight. He has been such a pos- continued on page 25
itive force in my life and has opened my eyes to so many Perri Moran: Perri’s dedication to all things Spartan News and Video at Meopportunities. Spending time in the photo lab has made the morial has been immeasurable the past 4 years and will be sorely missed in the
years to come! Her organization skills, leadership, and artistic vision are rare
last four years amazing. Thank you
for student-artists in high school. She is ready to take the next step in her jourHadley Nellis: Hadley is an amazing filmmaker. Each year at JMM she has
pushed herself, explored different genres and created some of the best video
work at Memorial High School She has a unique and original point of view
that I hope she will never stop expressing even though her audiences will
change.- Frontier

Sarah Barta

“I have always loved taking
part in art activities since
I was a little kid, but the
last four years within high
school have been the most
influential in expanding my
love for it. Art has always
been a way of self expression for me as well as escape. It fascinates me to see
the distinct perspective each
person has when performing
the same artistic task. My
four years at memorial has
been the largest influence
yet on my creation of art and have allowed me to discover
my desire to pursue it after high school. I feel fortunate
to have had art teachers that allowed me to improve my
skills and express my love for art on a daily basis.”
Sarah Barta: Sarah has a natural love of making art that is evident from
observations and conversations. She is a tremendous advocate of her creative
learning through the asking of many impactful questions that advance both
her artistic options and expand her understanding of techniques and content
options. Her dry sense of humor can always be found lurking just beneath the
surface.--Herman

at Memorial. I took Arts, Metals and Glass with Ms. Parris
Ford and thoroughly enjoyed the ability to socialize and
get work done at the same time. The course material was
also completely new to me and I loved the challenge of
mastering new skills like welding metal and cutting glass.
My junior year, I took Drawing I and II for the challenge
of a new medium as well as Ceramics. Mr. Newland really
challenged me in Drawing I to use my time wisely and
continued on page 25

ney as a filmmaker. She holds strong and true to the issues she is passionate
about, and she will bring that unwavering conviction to her work in the future.
Can’t wait to see whats next. -Frontier

Arianne Lanaville

When I was in preschool,
my parents went through
an ugly divorce and my
dad made me start seeing a
therapist. It was in therapy
when I first got into art.
Although my drawings
consisted of colorful blobs
and scribbles on a paper,
I learned that it was what
they represented that
mattered. Since then I have
had a passion for art that
I have always wanted to pursue. Throughout elementary
school and middle school the general art classes were
always my favorite. When I got to high school is when I
was really able to expand myself to the artist I wanted to
become. It was my goal to take as many art classes and
learn how to utilize as many materials as I could. I started
by taking Drawing and Art Experiences freshman year.
After that, I was able to continue filling my schedule with
art classes and took Ceramics, Painting, Arts and Metals,
Photo, Digital Design and an independent study. After
graduation, I plan on taking a gap year to develop my art
and create a portfolio in hopes of getting into the tattoo
industry. I would like to thank all of the art teachers at
Memorial for an amazing 4 years and inspiring me to do
what I love.
Arianne is an amazing young woman that I love being around simply because
she is so positive and upbeat and having her in a classroom always makes
tthe atmosphere better. I can’t wait to see the amazing art she will create in
her lifetime!-- TPF
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Asher Scarlett

The first art class I took at JMM
was Art Metals and Glass with
Ms. Parris Ford. I had fun and
enjoyed myself, but it was in
the second art class I took at
JMM that I really hit my stride.
Second semester freshman year
I took the Digital Imagery class
with Mr. Newland. I enjoyed
it so much, when I came time
to pick classes again, I decided to take it again. When Mr.
Newland noticed that I was in
his class again first semester,
he pitched an idea to me. He
asked if I would be willing to
devote an hour every day to
making props for his South
Park project (for those who don’t know, Newland is
re-creating the entire school in the style of South Park).
I agreed, and spent the entire first semester slaving away
producing tens of props to use in the background of the
school. Second semester sophomore year I had Newland’s
Graphic Design class, where I spent another semester with
Newland. When I was a junior I had a year-long study
hall. I approached Newland and offered to help him even
more with the South Park project. At this point, I had
spent 5 semesters with Mr. Newland, which is apparently
enough to develop Stockholm Syndrome, because senior
year I decided to be a teaching assistant for his Digital
Imagery class, as well as take the well-known Newland
class: Drawing 1. This was to be my final semester with
Newland. I was finally free after 6 semesters and 3 years.
Second semester senior year I decided to take Ceramics 1.
My only regret after 4 years in the art department is that I
didn’t take more art classes.

Marisa Hetzler

One of the best feelings in
the world is experiencing a
piece of art which you really
resonate with. I am motivated to create because I want
to be able to give people the
same feeling I get when I see
art that I love. In my work,
my goal is to tell both simple
and complex stories through
eye-catching imagery. When
I am creating, I try to capture
this through illustrations,
photography and digital
design. My time at the JMM
Art Department has given me
so many opportunities and skills that will help me both
on future art projects and in life. Because of the amazing
classes I have taken and the insightful teachers I have
worked with, art has become less of a hobby and more of
a career path for me. Once I leave JMM, I will be moving
to New York City where I will study graphic design at
the Fashion Institute of Technology. All of the JMM Art
Department has made an enormous impact on my life. I
would like to thank Mr.Frontier, Mr.Herman, Mr.Newland,
Ms.Parris Ford and Ms.Riedle for all having faith
in their students to do absolutely anything they
put their minds to.
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Spencer Miller

I used art as a form of time
wasting when I first began.
I found it was something I
could do on my own, as I
was often found playing by
myself. Over the years it has
evolved so much more than
that. Whether it be ceramics
or drawing I find my self
loving to create and looking
back on what I have done. I
sometimes enjoy the process
more than the final outcome
which is unfortunately why
I don’t finish many things.
Art has literally helped save
and shape who I am. Before I had really come to terms
with being trans and accepting my self. I went through
a huge slum of depression. I saw everything in black,
white and a slurry of muddled grays. I tried many means
to try and bring back color into my life. One regrettable
way was cutting, another was video games, sometimes
food. Multiple things that slowly as time went on, like
my scars, started to fade and I really wanted a long term
source of comfort and stability in a point in my life where
I felt I had no control. And I started drawing more. I don’t
remember what started it. But after awhile, even when I
would stop drawing and go play video games. The color
remained. Just having some form of constant in my life
was so relieving. That almost everyday got a little bit
better. Even more recent days can still be hard. But for the
most part I’m actually happy. Which isn’t something I’ve
been able to say for a long time.
Spencer Miller: I’ll miss Spencer’s energy and talent. I’d take a dose of his
creativity and personality over coffee every morning.- Newland

Noah Schneider

I have not been interested in art
for very long whatsoever. Prior to
my senior year I had only taken
photography and one metals class.
Now, as of the end of Senior year I
have partaken in 3 metals classes, 1
drawing class, 3 digital art classes,
and 3 photography classes. Despite
having taken many art classes this
year, I wish I could take more.
The art department at Memorial is
second to none. While we may not
have the best supplies, or the best facility, the teachers
make the art program better than imaginable. Throughout
my time with the art department, I have come to find
myself more than ever before. Not only have I been able
to find myself more, I have been able to express myself
more. Whether it be through photography, metals, or
digital art, I have found a home for my expression. I
would like to personally thank Mr. Newland for pushing
me to stretch my creativity and learn a new medium.
Thank you Ms. Parris Ford for giving me the freedom and
tools to express my creativity in any way I could imagine.
Thank you Mr. Frontier for giving me the space and the
knowledge to produce wonderful images. Finally thank
you to the entire Art Department for being so open and
accepting of anybody who takes even the slightest interest
in art.

Tenzin Sopa

When I was young, I had
an interest in drawing a lot
of animals. A lot. I loved
wolves and dogs and creating comics and telling tales,
but once I got into middle
school I began to see art as
only a hobby because of the
“starving artist” stereotype.
At that time I only saw life
through a keyhole and I did
not know much about the art
career field that is actually
so diverse. In highschool,
my ideas on what I wanted
to pursue in college changed
so much from veterinarian
to nurse but then suddenly I saw this documentary about
how this video game company called NaughtyDog created
the game “The Last of Us”, which is my favorite game
ever. Up until watching that video, I didn’t have any idea
about how many careers there were in the art field until I
quit looking from that keyhole and just opened the door.
I finally figured out what I was really interested in and
passionate about so I began taking art classes more and
putting my time and effort into creating art at school and
at home. Due to my desire to go into art after highschool
I even applied to art school and had gotten accepted to the
Cleveland Institute of Art. I remember looking back several years ago and realizing that I had looked at the same
school and the website and said “I’ll never get into an art
school like this” and now it’s kind of funny since the total
opposite happened. Because of my whole new perspective
on life and making big decisions for myself, I managed
to get into the school I never even imagined myself going
to a couple years back. This wouldn’t have been possible
if I had not opened my thoughts and troubles to my wonderful art teachers, Mr. Newland and Mr. Herman. When
I get stuck in the mud or have troubles at home, I ask for
help or express my heavy thoughts to them and I receive
good insight and compassion. I’ve advocated so much for
myself since the beginning of my senior year and so it’s
really cool noticing how much I’ve changed and matured
since my freshmen year of highschool. As of future plans,
I am planning on going to MATC for one year and then
transferring to the Cleveland Institute of Art to pursue
illustration and become a concept artist for videogame and
film someday.
Tenzin Sopa: Tenzin’s natural modesty belies an impressive talent. She’ll work
quietly for hours and when you lean over her shoulder...BAM!... You find a
masterpiece. -Newland
Marisa has incredibly diverse art skills that stretch across many media.
She possesses an artistic maturity that many search for and don’t find until
colllege or beyond. From graphic design to photography and many places in
between Marisa has created fabulous work that is not only well conceived but
impeccably executed.- Frontier

Asher Scarlett: As a TA, Asher was a sort of henchman that any bond villain
would’ve aspired to be. However, as an artist, it was never unusual for him
to set the bar for the classroom, both in quality of work, and personality.
-Newland
“When Noah asked me if he could be my TA, I did not know him, but hoped he
would be helpful, as I’m reluctant to take on TA’s. That was one of the best decisions I made all year. His help has been so valuable that I fear I may never
have a TA as hardworking again. He will be missed in my studio!” -TPF

Anastasia Kois

I remember one specific
camping trip in the Boundary Waters, where my sister
and I had found mud and
clay after digging in the
sand. We made doll like
sculptures out of the clay
and baked them by the fire
while we ate our s’mores.
From this trip on, I was
often enrolled in MSCR programs for dance (not quite
where my talent was) as
well as family clay classes. I
remember my teacher telling
me I was not allowed to
use the wheels for throwing
until I turned 13. I ended up
waiting until my Junior year at JMM to do so. I was often
found drawing with charcoal throughout middle school,
although I discovered my love and connection to working
directly with my hands through classes at Memorial. I
have taken Ceramics 1 and 2, and I am currently finishing
up in Ceramics 3. During first semester of this year, I was
a Teacher’s Assistant for Mr. Herman, where he taught me
about Kiln upkeep, glaze chemistry, as well as allowing
extra time to work on my own pieces while in the studio.
I spend at least two hours a day in the studio throwing and
sculpting. I enjoy the versatility and non confining expectations of working with clay. I have had the privilege
of learning from a very skilled and considerate teacher,
Mr. Herman, who has provided much needed guidance
through my throwing and sculpting skills. I want to thank
you for providing an open space to clear my head. Throwing has become therapeutic for me as I have had to cope
with the stress of preparing to pay for college and expenses on my own. I’ve become much more patient with
myself, as throwing has forced me to do so. I’ve learned
to appreciate the irregularities in my sculptures, and am
overall proud of my work and time that I have put into
the ceramics studio this year. Much of my sculptures are
centered around plants in connection to human structure
and how the two interact. Growing up, I often went on
camping trips with my dad and we always took the time
to take a close look at mushrooms, lichen, and texture
of different plants while hiking. This background and
love for nature has inspired me to involve many of these
aspects into my current work.
As for the future, I will be continuing my education at
DePaul University in Chicago, Illinois where I will be
studying Sociology with a minor in Women and Gender
Studies. I hope to get involved in some clubs and extracurriculars involving ceramics following a couple of
ceramic camps at the Adamah Art Studio of Bethel Horizons this summer.
Anastasia Kois: Anastasia has clearly dedicated herself to moving her
ceramics art skills to advanced levels...in both throwing functional forms
and in her sculptures. Anastasia is the role model on the importance and
power of an internal directive which asserts “I will embrace the struggle, I
will learn from my experiences, I will endeavor to always improve and I will
find growth and success from this process.” Anastasia is my ‘most-improved’
artist as well.
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Samantha
Riyaaq
Cailin
Vanshika
Jocelyn
Jose
Adrian
Maggie
Raikwon
Victorio
Haleigh
Mary K
Madie
Rahim
Brendan
Larissa
Sebastian
Ian
Rayan
Lindsey
Natalie
Sarah J
Matthew
Taylor
Robert
Caroline
Mya A
Bailey
Varsha
Tenzin
Molly
Jonas
Cedric
Allison
Davis
Deborah
Alexander
Isaac
Elliana
Matida
Daniel
Logan
Dalton
Alexander
Imani
Keani
Ty B

Adler
Ahmed
Ahnen
Ahuja
Alcantara
Alcantara
Alcorta
Alioto
Allen
Amoussou
Anderson
Anderson
Anderson-Sarno
Ansari
Arifin
Avelino
Aylward
Bach
Banerjee
Barge
Barrett
Barta
Bauman
Bearden
Bennett
Bergman
Berry
Besta
Bhandari
Bhuti
Bidwell
Bietz
Blackmore
Blanchard
Blanchard
Blank
Blum
Blum
Bogost
Bojang
Bonazza
Bookstaff
Borenstein
Borland
Braxton
Braxton
Brien

UW Eau Claire
Edgewood College
Work
Reneeelaer Polytechnic Inst.
UW Madison
Work
Work
Madison College (MATC)
UW La Crosse
Going out of country
University of Wyoming
UW Madison
Minnesota State University Mankato
UW Madison
Madison College (MATC)
UW Stevens Point
Northland
Work
UW Madison
Edgewood College
UW Madison
Mt Hood Comm. College
Madison College (MATC)
Madison College (MATC)
U of Dubuque
UW Madison
UW Madison
UW Madison
UW Madison
UW Madison
UW Madison
UW Stevens Point
UW Madison
University of Notre Dame
UW Madison
Carnegie Mellon University
UW Eau Claire
UW La Crosse
UW Madison
UW Milwaukee
UW Madison
UW Madison
Madison College (MATC)
Madison College (MATC)
Gap Year
UW Milwaukee
U of Hawaii

CJ
Andrea
Jordan
Samantha
Henry
Alanda
Jemeya
Tory
Danny
Benny
David
Robert
Ally
Daniel
Mercedez C
Isaac C
Cierra S
Meaghan
DonDreon K
Rowan
Nicholas D
Antrionna M
La
Fatima C
Valeria
Hannah
Sean
Chase
Payton
Tsewang
Cesar
Tsering
Nathaniel
Eddie
Marlowe
Kristen
Taylor
Madalyn
Joseph
Christian
Deja
Joel
Danielle
Lizzi
Jonathan
Kate
Spencer

Brown
Bunch
Bush
Caldecourt
Capuano
Carey
Carter
Center
Chavez
Chen
Chen
Cherry
Chubaty
Cisneros
Cisneros
Clark
Colar
Coles
Conklin
Conklin
Corsi
Cox
Crosse
Cruz
Cruz-Resendiz
Cryer
Cunningham
Danielson
Decker
Dolkar
Dominguez
Dorjee
Douglas
Elder
Eldridge
Erickson
Eslick
Esser
Essie
Eulogio Ascencio
Evans
Faliski
Farr
Fass
Ferguson
Fowler
Frame

IDK
Madison College (MATC)
Air Force
UW Eau Claire
University of Minnesota Twin Cities
Work
Work
Brown university
UW Madison
UW Madison
UW Madison
Work
UW Madison
Places
Work
Madison College (MATC)
UW Eau Claire
Madison College (MATC)
U of Dubuque
University of Minnesota Twin Cities
UW Eau Claire
Madison College (MATC)
UW La Crosse
Madison College (MATC)
Work
UW Eau Claire
Colorado Film School
UW La Crosse
Minnesota State University Mankato
UW Madison
Work
UW La Crosse
Work
UW Madison
University of Texas at Austin
Luther College
UW Stout
UW Eau Claire
Work
Work
UW Platteville
Beloit College
UW Eau Claire
Luther College
UW Madison
Minnesota State University Mankato
Madison College (MATC)
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Nicole
Ryan
Megan
Mitzi
Clayton
Dominic
Rey
Daniel
Nicholas
Charlotte
Zachary
Jared
Raymond
Jordan
Thomas
Max
Casey
Mileydi A
Dima
Kashyra
Minseon
Ben
Mikaylah
Da'maine
Jansen
Ana
Justin
Jon E
Marisa
Jessica
Drake
James
Emma
Lea
Guramritpal
Amina
Colin
Kulani
Joseph
Andrea
Ashley
William
Nikolas
Dartagnon
Lauren
Henry
Matthew

Frey
Friedenreich
Gale
Garcia
Geenen
Gentile
Gilardez
Gill
Goetz
Goetzka
Gonring
Gonzales
Gonzales
Greene
Greene
Greenleaf
Gregorich-Trevor
Guzman
Halabi
Hall
Han
Harrington
Harris
Harris
Hefty
Hernandez-Juarez
Heron
Herreman
Hetzler
Hisgen
Horton
Horton
Hubbard
Hulsey
Hundal
Idris
Jackson
Jahrling
Jainga
Jainga
Janssen
Jessup
Jewell
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson

Macalester College
UW Eau Claire
travel/gap
Madison College (MATC)
U of Missouri
UW La Crosse
Madison College (MATC)
Work
UW Madison
University of Minnesota Twin Cities
Work
UW Madison
Work
MATC then UW-Whitewater
UW La Crosse
University of Montana
St. Olaf
Madison College (MATC)
UW Madison
Madison College (MATC)
Rutgers
University of Minnesota Twin Cities
Work
work/travel Atlanta
UW Platteville
Madison College (MATC)
Work
Work
Fashion Institute of Technology
Work
Denison
Madison College (MATC)
Saint Louis University
Illinois Wesleyan University
UW Madison
UW Eau Claire
UW La Crosse
Augusta in SD
Madison College (MATC)
Marquette University
Iowa State University
U of Cinncinnati
Madison College (MATC)
Madison College (MATC)
University of Iowa
University of Kentucky
Work

Emily
Grace
Ahmed
Molleigh
Ryan
Ben
Nathaniel J
Elizabeth
Katrina
Cora
Adam
Teo
Christopher
Tommy
Anastasia
Reid
Lauren
Haley
Sanjana
Gagan
Hannah
Matthew
Greta
Odoi
Zachary
Jack
Jackson
Tyler
Tsz Wai
Tenzin
Chiara
Jessica
Jacky
Carlie
Nic
Dingyu
Jessica
Isaiah
Andrea
Freddie
Adrianne
Jacob
Alejandro
Stella
Rachel
Brock
Chris

Kaldenberg
Kaldor
Keita
Kempen
Kenny
Kermgard
Kiehn
Kielley
King
Kinney
Kleisch
Knauth
Knight
Knoche
Kois
Kovacs
Krieg
Kruzan
Kumar
Kumar
Kwiatkowski
Kysely
Larget
Lassey
Lecy
Lefurgey
Lemberger
Lenling
Leung
Lhamo
Liberti
Liebau
Lin
Lindauer
Litza
Liu
Liu
Lopez
Lopez
Lopez-Daniel
Lor
Lotto
Lozano Martinez
Ma
Maas
MacDonald
Mann

UW Milwaukee
University of Georgia
Georgia tech
Austin Comm College
New Ulm Steel Hockey
UW La Crosse
Mcgill
Edgewood College
Bradley University
UW Milwaukee
Work
Madison College (MATC)
Dartmouth College
UW La Crosse
Depaul U
Madison College (MATC)
Minnesota State University Mankato
Northland
Georgia Tech
Work
Work
UW Milwaukee
University of Iowa
UW Madison
Madison College (MATC)
Michigan State University
UW Madison
UC Boulder
Work
UW Milwaukee
Back home to Italy
UW Eau Claire
UW Madison
UW Madison
University of New Mexico
Indiana University Bloomington
UW Madison
Madison College (MATC)
University of Rochester
San Francisco Art Institute
UW Milwaukee
Madison College (MATC)
Madison College (MATC)
UW Madison
Winona State University
UC Boulder
Brandeis University
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Khariyhana
Joanne
Itzel
Brayan
Kleymer
Itzel
Sarah
Mohamed
Phil
Olivia
Rory
Loren
Molly
Tykira
Eliza
Yamil
Tina
Spencer
Ean
Ann
Percy
Karla
Christopher
Perri
Angel
David
Nicholas
Hadley
Marta
James
Kristine
Derek
Georgia
Joy
Olivia
Nelson
Benoit
Chloe
Nicole
Adam
Guled
Isabella
Jonah
Anthony
Dane
Ben
Cynthia

Martin
Martinez
Martinez
Martinez
Martinez
Martinez Castillo
Marty
Maruf
McCarthy
McDermott
McGuire
McMahon
McMahon
McNeal
McPike
Medina Velazquez
Meyer
Miller
Miller
Miller
Miller
Miranda
Morales
Moran
Morgan
Munoz
Nawrocki
Nellis
Nelson
Neusen
Nguyen
Norris
Norton
Nuelle
Oaks
Olay Rico
Ortalo-Magne
Ortalo-Magne
Osborn
Osborne
Osman
Owca
Parks
Pechan
Peplinski
Percy
Person

Alabama A&M
Madison College (MATC)
UW Madison
Work
Work
UW Milwaukee
Southwest Tech
Madison College (MATC)
UW Whitewater
Madison College (MATC)
Work
Marquette University
Saint Catherine University
Madison College (MATC)
UW Stevens Point
Madison College (MATC)
University of Northern Iowa
Madison College (MATC)
Madison College/Fire Fighter Training
UW Eau Claire
Work
Baraboo
Work
SCAD
Madison College (MATC)
Marines
Work
University of Minnesota Twin Cities
Madison College (MATC)
Carthage College
UW Madison
UW Eau Claire
UW Madison
UW Madison
UW Madison
UW Oshkosh
U of Ill at cham.Ur
University of Minnesota Twin Cities
Minnesota State University Mankato
UW Madison
UW Madison
UW Madison
Madison College (MATC)
Madison College (MATC)
Madison College (MATC)
Uw oshkosh
Madison College (MATC)

Hunter
Miranda
Nicole
Vivian
Alistair
Nicole
Anna
Jade
Wesley
Grace
Rosalie
Saagar
Erica
Caleb
Trevion
Krista
Quinn
Brandon
Tiana
Daniela
Alysia
Jacob
Alayna
Claire
Jen
Zildjian
Onanong
Brian
Elizabeth
Ameya
Zoe
Asher
Edward
Noah
Morgaine
Noah
Sara
Brittany
Keelan
Mary
Hritik
Kentrell
Dana
Austin
Benjamin
Julia
Logan

Peters
Peterson
Pham
Polkinghorn
Polkinghorn
Powers
Prestine
Proctor
Proctor
Quandt
Quintana
Ranade
Reiners
Retelle
Retelle
Reyes
Reynolds-Pennington
Rice
Richmond-Lee
Rico Sanchez
Roberts
Robinson
Roche
Rohn
Roth
Salupen
Samakkarn
Sandoval
Sandoval
Sanyal
Saporta
Scarlett
Schewe
Schneider
Schroeder
Schryver
Schumacher
Scott
Seaton
Shampo
Sharat
Shaw
Sherbeck
Shoemaker
Shovers
Siegal
Simmerman

University of South Alabama
UW Milwaukee
UW Madison
Lawrence University
UW Platteville
Madison College (MATC)
U of M Carlson
University of Minnesota Twin Cities
UW Platteville
University of Minnesota Twin Cities
Carleton College
UW Milwaukee
UW Milwaukee
Madison College (MATC)
Work
Madison College (MATC)
UW Milwaukee
Apprenticeship
Madison College (MATC)
Madison College (MATC)
Madison College (MATC)
Madison College (MATC)
UW Eau Claire
UW Whitewater
UW Eau Claire
Madison College (MATC)
Back Home to Thailand
Madison College (MATC)
Madison College (MATC)
Duke University
Work
UW Madison
UW Madison
Travel
UW Platteville
UW Madison
Edgewood College
Madison College (MATC)
Work
UW Milwaukee
UW Madison
Madison College (MATC)
University of Minnesota Twin Cities
Madison College (MATC)
George Washington U
Ithaca College
Work
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Armaan
Danielle
Margaret
Matthew
Dan
Sariah
Tiara
Sager
Lukas
Nahrahjaze
Lilly
Jane
Tenzin
Omari
Mykei
Evan
Colby
Ryia
MC
Rebecca
Claire
Colin
Calla
Tenzin
Latavia
Hang
Mai Lia
Ryan
Bennett
Nicole
Destiny
Emily
Jacob
Jack
Sophia
Yahaira
Eliciane
Logan
Luke
John
Mina
Emily
Jack
Bella
Mengqian
Madie
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Vivian Polkinghorn continued
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Congratulations to Our Retiring Teachers
Pat Joyce
John Rummel
Rose Recob
Deb Polster
Mike O’Shea
Karen Lange-Leung
Glee Brechler
Tom Hardin
Nancy Piraino
Patrick
Joyce

What’s your
favorite
moment at
Memorial
and why?
Just a
month
ago, after I
announced
my
retirement,
two former
students from my very first class
(that I have continued friendships
with), came back to visit and talk
about their successes in their
lives. It’s always nice to run into
former students and listen to their
accomplishments.
What will you miss the most
about teaching? The routines,
learning new students’ names
and personalities, the traditions
(homecoming Pep Aud, the Friday
before winter break; playing
Marketing Jeopardy).
Do you have any words of wisdom
for our student body? Come in with
a plan, have goals, and make good
decisions. ENJOY YOUR LIFE
What are you most proud of
during your time as a teacher?
This school has a wide spectrum
of educational levels, from the
APer’s to the students that have
multiple challenges. To see the
maturity increase during the four
years, seeing a troubled freshman
bloom into someone with
lots of confidence and
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John Rummel

Working at Memorial was without
question the best 9 years of my 31
as a school psychologist. Memorial
students are simply the best and
I’ve had the pleasure of working
with the most professional staff I’ve
ever known. I’ll miss everything
about JMM but especially the people!
What’s your favorite moment at Memorial and why? So many to choose
from, but I’ll mention this one.
Earlier this year, I accompanied
Mr. Holt on a field trip with the
astronomy club to the Yerkes Observatory in Williams Bay, WI. It’s
about a 90 minute drive each way
and we didn’t get back to Memorial until nearly 1 am on a Saturday
morning. Getting to spend time
with a great bunch of kids in a setting completely separate from the
usual school day is great. Seeing the
personalities and senses of humor
emerge is very rewarding. We truly
have the greatest students.
What will you miss the most about
teaching? Spending time with such
a great group of colleagues and
students.
Do you have any words of wisdom
for our student body? I forget the
origin of the quote, but I like it:
“Your education is what’s left over
choose a path that will make them
successful, that puts a lump into the
back of my throat thinking about
them overcoming their problems.
What are your plans once you’re
retired? I plan to work part time 1520 hours a week, as a shuttle driver,
lot person, a position with very little
time dealing with consumer issues.
Plan on hitting the golf course on a
regular basis. Traveling.

after you’ve forgotten everything
you learned in school.” It speaks
to character and integrity. In 10
years, nobody will care how you
did in that English class, or whether you can factor trinomials. But
it’s still important to do the work
and accomplish the learning. You
need to know how to do difficult
things, how to rise to challenges.
High school prepares you for that,
if you’re ready for the task.
What are you most proud of during
your time as a teacher? Helping to
show students that their challenges
can be overcome. Helping them to
see that there might be another way
to get where they want to be. Seeing
them come back years later to let
me know where they ended up.
What are your plans once you’re retired? Lots of travel, combined with
some hiking, photography, wandering in the mountains, staring at the
sky, and finding new ways to spend
my time.

Rosemarie Recob

What’s your favorite moment at
Memorial and why? I will leave
Memorial with many memories of
good moments with both staff and
students.
What will you miss the most about
teaching? Working with the
students.
Do you have any words of wisdom
for our student body? To figure out
what is truly important to you, and
be present as you work to achieve
it.
What are you most proud of during
your time as a teacher? All the
students I have helped.

What are your plans once you’re
retired? Relax a little, but not too
much!

Debbie Polster

What’s your favorite moment at Memorial and why? I have had many
favorite moments at JMM. However some of the great moments are
in my classes with some amazing
students. As well as the flash mobs
at the end of the year with the great
staff.
What will you miss the most about
teaching?
I will miss
the students
and their
energy. I love
that every
day is different and a
special gift
in its own
way. I will
also miss the
amazing PE
staff. Love
you guys :D
Do you have any words of wisdom
for our student body? In class I always express that “every ‘body’ is
different” not only physically, but
mentally, emotionally... everything.
So if we all could learn to accept
these differences the world would
be a better place. You are all special and gifted, you just need to find
the passion that makes you happy.
What are you most proud of during
your time as a teacher? I am most
proud of when I see former students pursuing a similar career as
me, because they said I am the reason why. That makes me feel like I
have reached someone.
What are your plans once you’re
retired? I have so many things
going, I don’t know where to start.
Some ideas: go to Disney and be
Donald Duck, be with family,
backpacking, hanging up north,
being a grandma, teaching online,
maybe work at Apple? Social media
consultant? ...the list never ends. I
hope to live everyday to the fullest
with love and passion.

Michael
O’Shea

I have no words
of wisdom, but
good-bye to all.
Thanks for the
friendships.
I hope that I
helped a few
Spartans as
they grew to
adulthood!
What will you miss the most about
teaching? Many of the students. I’ve
enjoyed helping those that want to
be helped.
What are you most proud of during
your time as a teacher? My proudest
moments have been when students
have told me that I helped them;
that I made a positive difference in
their learning.
What are your plans once you’re
retired? Although not immediately,
I plan to work in some field outside
of education. I’m not sure what
that is just yet, but I’m excited
about various opportunities that
await me!

Glee Brechler

What’s your
favorite moment
at Memorial and
why? After the
2015 JMMHS
ProStart Culinary Team returned from the
National ProStart
Invitational in
Disneyland we
were unpacking
large boxes that
contained about 300 pounds of
equipment. This was around prom
and the girls became energized by
some old prom dresses that they
came across in one of the bins in
our room. They slipped on the old
dresses and through a hilarious
trial and error process realized that
all three of them could fit into one
of the large packing boxes. They
had me video tape them unpacking
themselves out of the box one-byone as if they had been shipped
from Disneyland to Memorial. We
laughed until we cried as other
versions literally rolled out of them
unpacking themselves.

Karen
LangeLeung

What will
you miss the
most about
teaching?
My
students.
Do you have
any words of
wisdom for
our student
body? Work
hard, be prepared, then roll with
the punches.
What are you most proud of during
your time as a teacher? I have taught
for 35 years and still enjoy working
with my students.
What are your plans once you’re
retired? Taking the summer off.
What will you miss the most about
teaching? I really enjoy anticipating
the joy my students will have as
they savour the dishes we prepare
in labs. I also really enjoy demonstrating culinary skills while inserting a myriad of topics including
food science, culture, history, music, geography and current events.
Do you have any words of wisdom
for our student body?
Discover your passion by getting involved in a wide variety of activities
and events Whatever you pursue,
network with people that are top in
their field and learn from them.
What are you most proud of during
your time as a teacher?
I am filled with pride as I reflect on
my experiences at JMM. Being an
FCS instructor, advisor of FCCLA
and ProStart, Internship supervisor, member of the technology
and culinary advisory committee,
and department chair at JMM
resulted in activities that filled me
with pride daily. I am most proud
knowing that my experiences focused on supporting education and
sharing skills and knowledge with
staff and students that resulted in
building life skills.
What are your plans once you’re
retired? Being there for my mom,
improving my family farm, becoming a corporate trainer and tripling
my salary.
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Nancy Piraino

What’s your favorite
moment at Memorial
and why?
I don't have one but
I can think of several
that involve dancing.
Dancing through the
science office with the
strobe light going,
teaching my APES
students the Polka
one year, and the
Flash Mob dances
come to mind right
away. My other
favorite moments are
when the students
overcome their fears
and touch the snake
or hold the tarantula. After the field trip. the shouts
of "Look at this, Ms. P," when they are searching for
aquatic organisms are awesome.
What will you miss the most about teaching?
I will miss the daily interactions with students and
colleagues. I will miss teaching my students, learning
from my colleagues, and the wisdom I have gained
about what's important in life.
Do you have any words of wisdom for our student body?
The Memorial Way is the best way. Don't lose it.
What are you most proud of during your time as a teacher?
The thank you notes and hugs I’ve earned from my
students.
What are your plans once you’re retired?
This summer will be like most others with lots of
gardening and family. I've been so fortunate over
the years to be able to focus on the things I love all
summer. Then I am taking my first long fall vacation
in decades! I hope to do a lot of traveling and spend
more time with family and friends. I also hope to stay
connected to the field of education in some aspect and
will explore options. But first, I may just sit and color
and think.

Photo after the Lake Wingra Field Trip! Ms. Peters was our substitute for
the day. Ms. PIraino and Ms. Murphy took their Biology students and Ms.
Angyal is our student teacher

Vivian Polkinghorn continued
as a more thoughtful artist. Meanwhile, Drawing II challenged my ability to complete work before deadlines, and
included even more new mediums as well as an in depth
research project. Ceramics was a life changing experience
where the students worked in harmony with each other
and bounced ideas off each other often. I also fell in love
with the medium and decided to take a summer class with
Mr.Herman.
The summer class expanded my horizons as an
artist. I decided to make a piece four times as large as any
sculpture I had ever made and learned multiple techniques
in order to complete it. By the end of the class, I had created a sculpture I never thought myself capable of creating
and a piece that made me proud. This year, I am
taking Drawing III, and Ceramics III. Drawing
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Thank You to Mr. Hardin!
By Jack Votava

After 18 years of
teaching and extracurricular leadership
at Memorial, Mr.
Tom Hardin has
decided to begin
a well-deserved
retirement. The
JMM community
will miss him very
much. Over his time
here at Memorial,
Mr. Hardin was an
English teacher, a
drama director, and
the head coach of

our forensics team.
Perhaps the most visible of Mr. Hardin’s accomplishments has been the 3 shows per year he’s directed—a
winter musical and a fall/spring theater production—totaling over 50 unique shows during his tenure here. In recent
years, Hardin has consistently been the holistic mastermind of every performance, not only directing acting and
leading rehearsals, but designing sets, guiding technical
displays, and forming the backbone of Memorial Theater
Company. Hardin’s broad theater expertise will be difficult
to replicate, but I have no doubt the drama department he
has built here will survive because of the reputation and
traditions that he has instilled in it.
What’s more, Mr. Hardin’s time as head coach of
Memorial forensics has created a program which is truly
unique in the history of Wisconsin. Mr. Hardin’s team has
managed to attract incredible numbers of students—over
100 active members during several of my years here—
which is a feat unheard of for a Wisconsin speech and
forensics team. The discipline, structure, and diversity
that Mr. Hardin built the team with was augmented by an
incredible group of adult coaches to lead it, most brought
on board personally by Mr. Hardin in one way or another. The result has been not only a team with an insane
winning streak and 10 consecutive Division One State
Championships, but an incredibly array of students who
have grown and learned from Mr. Hardin and the forensics
program.
No one can deny that Mr. Hardin has been an incredibly
active and impactful member of the JMM community. I
hope I speak for all of us in thanking him for his unbelievable work here, and saying he will be sorely missed.

continues to challenge me with new mediums and projects
I normally would not have expected or chosen to complete. Ceramics challenges me to think out of the box and
work with new techniques as I create larger forms.

World Language Super Seniors
It is a pleasure to recognize Molly
McMahon as one of World Languages’ Super
Seniors this year. Some favorite memories of
her Spanish career are dressing up as Pope
Francis for a game show in Spanish 4 and
all the songs in Spanish AP. Her positive
attitude and willingness to take risks with
the language impel her to go beyond the
requirements of the class and seek cultural
experiences out of her comfort zone like
going to a Spanish-speaking mass, reading
a scientific article, cooking with a recipe in
Spanish, or being one of the only non-latinos
at a Mexican festival.

In addition to the connections made
through local cultural events, Molly also was
able to travel to Puerto Rico with family. She
plans on double-majoring in Physical Therapy and Spanish at Saint Catherine
University, studying abroad, and using her Spanish with future patients.
¡Buena suerte, Molly!
Andrea Lopez embodies what it means
to be a Super Senior! She is currently enrolled in French 4 and has been
an instrumental leader in French club.
Being part of “Le Club” has been her
favorite language experience because
of the opportunities to learn about the
Francophone culture through music and
food. In particular, she enjoyed going to
French House dinners on the UW campus. In class, Andrea excels in using
French to communicate with classmates
and she is an engaged and thoughtful
learner.
While Andrea has not yet travelled to
a Francophone country, she has used
her French throughout the community
and the language has helped her in other content areas. Next year, she will be
attending the University of Rochester in New York where she will major in
Brain and Cognitive Science and Molecular Genetics. She also plans to continue her studies in French and hopes to study abroad in France or in a different Francophone country.
Andrea says that learning languages gives her the opportunity to be immersed into a different culture and to more fully appreciate the amazing
people and places the world has to offer. Additionally, she acknowledges that
knowing another language like French is an advantage when trying to find a
job because it can set you aside from other potential candidates. Félicitations
Andrea!

We are pleased to announce
the 2017-2018 Sword & Shield
Editor Team!
We are confident in their abilities to
continue and expand the Sword &
Shield in the year to come.

Co-Editors-in-Chief:
Evanka Annayapu
& Kelly Wu
Student Life Editor: Deney Li
Opinions Editors:
Shruti Sathish & Leah
Vredenbregt
Sports Editors:
Lily Lowndes
& Rahima Osman
News Editor: Amit Rajesh
Arts & Entertainment Editor:
Aly Rader
Layout Editor:
Beatrice Naujalyte
Operations Manager:
Garrett Kennedy
Copy Editor: Audrianna Wu

Seniors

Win Tommy
Awards

By Leah Vredenbregt
Every year the Memorial
Theater Company is nominated for
numerous Tommy Awards. Tommy
Awards are given out to actors,
directors, and techies that participate
in high school theater. This year, 7
of 25 nominees from Nunsense and
Little Shop of Horrors were seniors.
Out of the 7 Tommy Awards awarded,
two went to seniors.
Senior Morgaine Schroeder,
who has done numerous shows as
a part of the costume team, won
a Tommy Award for her work in
Little Shop of Horrors, during which
she brought the bleakness of Skid
Row, and the brightness of the DooWop girls to the stage through her
costuming. She was also nominated
for her work in Nunsense.
Also for Little Shop of
Horrors, senior Emmy Newman,
another longtime techie, won a
Tommy Award for the makeup and
wig work that was done in the show.
In Little Shop of Horrors, 9 actors
wore wigs, which is more than most
other shows in recent MTC history.
In addition to wigs, Emmy
and her team completed
numerous makeup looks in
the show.
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Adrianne Lor: Freaking out about my kpop bae!
Allison Blanchard: School dances
Ameya Kulkarni: Breaking 4 in the mile
Ameya Sanyal: ISP with Mr. Camosy
Amina Idris: Stardust Trail
Anna Prestine: Cross country races
Asher Scarlett: Prom 2017
Bailey Besta: Performing in the Kohl Center and 1st
game day of basketball season
Bella Walters: Tracky lunch
Ben Harrington:Being Bruce, the Spartans’ best friend
Bennett Tomalin: PCT Mondays
Billy Wilson: Playing at the Kohl Center
Brandon Daniel James Rice: Being home
Brock MacDonald: Freshman year, ISP Honors, Mr.
Camosy kicked a table that a student was sleeping on, and
proceeded to give a very grave first, and final warning. It
was amazing.
Cailin Ahnen: Meeting so many of my best friends, also
one time I got to pet a dog
Carlie Lindauer: Going to state in hockey
Caroline Bergman: School dances
Charlotte Goetzka: Skipping advisory
Chase Danielson: State basketball
Christopher Knight: Playing at the Kohl Center
Colin Jackson: Badminton Club
Colin Supple: Homecoming 2016
Cora Kinney: Boys basketball going to state
Dalton Borenstein: State basketball
Dana Joy Sherbeck: Tappee ball in chemistry with Mr.
Spence
Dane Alexander Peplinski: Being many guys’ side
piece
Daniel Cisneros: Chill class times
Daniel R. Gill: Doing a wheelie on my 1994 Harley
Davidson Wide Glide into the dedicated motorcycle
parking area each and every morning at 8:13AM.
Danielle Farr: On the night of the swim team sleepover
when there were 3 teams that wanted to paint the rock at
the same time, so we filled around 100 water balloons and
hid in the bushes and behind lamp posts for an hour and
then attacked them with water.
David Chen: Taking Team 2nd at State in Swimming
David Munoz: Latinos Unidos dance
Davis Blanchard: Smiley junior year
Derek Norrsi: Senior Night Football game
Dominic Gentile: Health Class
Drake Horton: State swim meet senior year
Eddie Elder: Prom
Edward Roan Schewe: Going from “expectations are
low” to finishing in the top 20 teams in the nation for
frisbee sophomore year.
Eleanor Wesenberg: Football games
Eliciane Vallon: Getting my PR in cross
country
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Elizabeth Kielley: Latinos Unidos
Emily Vosberg:Playing sports and theme dress up
days
Emma Hubbard: Bus rides to soccer games
Freddie Lopez-Daniel: Walking to Woodmans to buy
ingredients for the cupcake smackdown with Itzel during a
snow storm
Georgia Norton: Managing the basketball team for
four years
Grace Kaldor: Homecoming 2016
Grace Quandt: Sophomore year New Year’s Eve
Greta Nancy Larget: Sunshine
Hadley Nellis:Hanging out in Fitz’s room after school
:)
Hritik Sharat: Physics Trip to Six Flags
Hunter James Peters: Beating Middleton in football
junior year
Isabella Owca: Going to state in cross country 3 years
in a row
Isabella Wu: Performing the Miller’s Tale with Van
Tetzner, Jocelyn Alacantra, Kristine Nguyen, and Stella
Ma to a laughing 4th Hour AP Lit with Ms. Guse
Jack Zweifel: State Cross County
Jackson Lemberger: Going to the tunnels with Mr.
Lynch
Jade Proctor: The things that go on behind the scenes
when filming the news
Jansen Hefty: Going flying for aerospace last year
Jen Roth: Beating Middleton in volleyball
Jessica Wolenec: The overnight trip in the class
Challenges and Adventures.
Jocelyn Alcantara: Meeting a whole bunch of Asians
and eating noodles, pizza, brownies, and sushi with them
during lunch
Joel Faliski: Homecoming 2015
Jonas Bietz: Going to state cross country
Joseph Jainga: I remember I like culinary basics
Kashyra Hall: Graduation
Kate Fowler: State hockey my sophomore year
Kentrell Shaw: Making the hockey team
Kristen Erickson: Chicago art field trips, Peer Partners
events, Cross Country meets, and school dances!
Kristine Nguyen: That day in English when Jocelyn
Alcantara, Van Tetzner and I “forgot something in my
car”.... but Culver’s is tasty.
Kyle Witalison: Football and basketball games
Lea Hulsey: Watching Lagaan three years in a row in AP
World
Lindsey Barge: Homecoming pep rallies
Lizzi Fass: Prom junior year
Logan Simmerman: Freshmen boys basketball, and the
locker room music and beats we would create
Loren McMahon: Junior Prom
Madalyn Esser: Boys basketball going to state senior
year
Madie Ward: Going to state for boys basketball
Marisa Hetzler: Being in the Art Department
Matthew Bauman: Cross country

MC Stiddler: Never
beating Jonas Bietz’s
freshmen year 5K PR
Megan Gale: Pit
Orchestra
Miranda Peterson:
Running my personal
record in Cross Country
with my team cheering me
on
MK ANDERSON: Junior
year homecoming
Molleigh Kempen: Going
to state for basketball
Molly McMahon:
Kalahari lifeguarding
trip
Morgaine Schroeder:
Every morning with
Glaaser
Nathan Webber:
Snowboard state in
2015
Nicholas Goetz: Going to
the tunnels with Mr.

Lynch
Nicole Osborn: Baraboo relays
senior year in track
Nicole Pham: Peer Partners
Noah Schneider: I hit my
head too many times for
“memories”
Odoi Lassey: Scoring my first
Varsity soccer goal
Olivia Ann McDermott: senior
prom
Olivia Oaks: Ultimate frisbee and
swim
Oscar Zavala: Prom with Yahaira
Vallin
Payton Decker: Senior Year
Phil McCarthy: Homecoming
2016 after party
Rahim Ansari: Freshman year
Homecoming
Rebecca Stone: The Advanced
Ropes campout
Rory McGuire: 4th quarter junior
year or senior hockey
Ryan Patrik Kenny: Winning
the sectional championship game
post-game celebrations and the
hype around school the whole next
week
Ryia Steps: Basketball
games
Sara Schumacher: Meeting my
friend Jenna in peer partners art

experiences
Sarah Marty: The musical
Sophia Vaccaro: The crazy ultimate
sleepover my junior year
Spencer
Finn Miller: Art classes are always
super fun and super challenging at the
same time; I love to push myself to try
my best
Taylor Bearden: The look on Ms.
Fitz’s face when I gave her a stuffed

unicorn
Tory Center: Twirp senior year
Tsering Dorjee: Too many
Wesley Proctor: Bringing my tortoise
to school (don’t tell administration)
Zach Gonring: 15,000 calorie
challenge
Zachary Lecy: Kyle Witalison in the
yearbook twice sophomore year.
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Ameya Kulkarni: The stadium jail at Heinz Field.
Ameya Sanyal: I hope to become an activistdoctor!
Amina Idris: Physician’s Assistant.
Anna Prestine: Super rich.
Asher Scarlett: Flying a plane.
Bailey Besta: Working in a hospital.
Bella Walters: Pursuing a career.
Ben Harrington: The next Marco Rubio.
Ben Percy: Rich.
Bennett Tomalin: Pclub.
Billy Wilson: Coaching high school or college
basketball.
Brandon Daniel James Rice: 28 years old.
Brock MacDonald: In a solitary cabin beneath
the Rocky Mountains, hopefully with a useful
degree.
Cailin Ahnen: Hopefully having opened a
successful bakery
Charlotte Goetzka: Rich.
Chase Danielson: Having a family of my own.
Chris Mann: Face down in a gutter.
Christopher Knight: A millionaire.
Colin Supple: Working on graphic design in
sports media.
Cora Kinney: As a dental hygienist.
Dalton Borenstein: Living la vida loca.
Dane Alexander Peplinski: Directing movies in
Hollywood.
Daniel Cisneros: Chilling with some besties and
exotic animals.
Daniel R. Gill: Sitting on the balcony of my
million-dollar home on Newport Beach, drinking
a Corona, watching the waves in the sunset.
Danielle Farr: Owning an English Bulldog.
David Chen: Celebrating my 28th birthday.
Derek Norrsi: Owning a house/apt with a wife
and kid.
Dima Halabi: Business owner.
Dominic Gentile: Coolin’ in Tree Lane.
Drake Horton: Having a normal life.
Edward Roan Schewe: In a mirror.
Eliciane Vallon: Hosting my own TV show.
Elizabeth Kielley: Back in high school, but as a
teacher.
Emily Vosberg: Being a teacher :)
Erica Reiners: Not here.
Freddie Lopez-Daniel: An art professor at a
college or university teaching painting or
sculpture!
Georgia Norton: Getting dumb rich as a lawyer.
Grace Quandt: Married & successful, living in
DC.
Greta Nancy Larget: I don’t know, ask me
then.
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Hadley Nellis: Hopefully I’ll have a job in the
film industry (or a job at all - keep your fingers
crossed).
Haleigh Anderson: In Wyoming.
Henry: Government.
Hritik Sharat: Getting my doctorate and winning
the lottery.
Hunter James Peters: I can’t predict the future.
Isabella Owca: Washington DC.
Isabella Wu: Off the charts.
Itzel Martinez Castillo: Lawyer.
Jack Votava: Grad school.
Jack Zweifel: Casey GT’s current residence
playing killer bunnies.
Jade Proctor: 28 years of age.
Jansen Hefty: Working as a low level engineer
but owning the sketchiest homemade aircraft in
Wisconsin.
Jen Roth: Happy.
Jeremiah Woodruff: The planet earth.
Jessica Liebau: Working in a research lab.
Jessica Wolenec: I see myself with a good job
that I enjoy doing.
Joel Faliski: Thousands of dollars in debt.
Jonas Bietz: Coach Kee’s house
Jordan Taylor Greene: Satisfied with .my state of
living.
Joseph Jainga: I saw a capital.
Kashyra Hall: We’ll see.
Keani Braxton: A music teacher teaching violin.
Kentrell Shaw: Making millions.
Kristine Nguyen: Traveling, eating, sleeping.
Kyle Witalison: With a family, a house, and a
career in law enforcement.
Lea Hulsey: Living a nomadic/migratory life
following herds of elk in the northern woods.
Lilly Snellman: Traveling the world and doing
what I love.
Lizzi Fass: Being a nurse.
Logan Donald Bookstaff: Physical therapist.
Logan Simmerman: Honestly, probably at my
parents’ house still.
Loren McMahon: I see myself as a mom.
Madie Anderson-Sarno: Being married to
Obama.
Maggie Alioto: Sitting at home.
Margaret Sleeth: Medical residency.
Marisa Hetzler: Retired.
Marlowe Eldridge: Being a doctor.
MC Stiddler: Owning Wolfman Studios and being
the lead producer there.
Megan Gale: Band Director at a high school or
middle school.
Mina VonBank: Being an anthropologist, living in
a nice little house or apartment with a boyfriend

and some pets.
Miranda Peterson: Working in a hospital as a
Clincal Dietitian and maybe going back to
school to be a Physician Assistant
MK Anderson: Working hard for my money.
Molleigh Kempen: Being a registered dietician.
Molly McMahon: Working as a physical therapist
in Madison.
Morgaine Schroeder: As a veterinarian with a
loving family.
Mykei Spotsville: Living on the hills.
Nathan Webber: Working.
Nic Litza: Looking up at the stars.
Nicholas: Working for a sports franchise.
Nicole Osborn: Nurse in North Carolina.
Nicole Pham: Hopefully not in debt.
Noah Schneider: A gorgeous cliff-side overlook,
sitting in a hammock suspended on the side of
my Volkswagen bus.
Odoi Lassey: Working in a law office.
Olivia Ann McDermott: Working with kids in the
Physical Therapy field.
Oscar Zavala: Millionaire.
Phil McCarthy: Ballin’ out.
Rahim Ansari: Being an engineer.
Rebecca Stone: Sleeping.
Rory McGuire: Balling out.
Ryan Friedenreich: Living lavish.
Ryia Steps: Being successful.
Sara Schumacher: Working as an art therapist
somewhere in Wisconsin.
Sarah Marty: Alive hopefully.
Sophia Vaccaro: Helping third world countries
through the Engineers Without Borders projects.
Spencer Finn Miller: I imagine myself working at
a desk hastily drawing on a tablet, with bags
under my eyes, surrounded in loose papers and
coffee mugs, striving to finish for a deadline. I
wouldn’t want it any other way.
Taylor Bearden: Wherever there is food.
Hopefully married. A small house, not in
Madison.
Tenzin Sopa: Doing art as a job and feeling
healthy and happy.
Tory Center: Cooking tordogs for my
husband.
Tsering Dorjee: Makin bandz.
Wesley Proctor: Surrounded by cats.
Yahaira Vallin: Being successful.
Zach Gonring: Changing the world.
Zachary Lecy: Sipping grape juice
(wink wink), in my foyer (pronounced
foiyay), watching my children play with
their manny, while my husband makes
bruschetta.

Three-Sport Athletes

By Chris Knight
Sports are a common extracurricular activity
amongst high schoolers across the country. It is an opportunity for athletes to spend time making friends and
connections outside of school, as well as engage in their
favorite past times competitively. In some cases, students
decide to play a sport during each season. We deem these
athletes three- sport athletes because they play a sport for
all the athletic seasons- fall, winter, and spring. In past
years, there have been multiple athletes who play three
sports all through their high school career. However, as
specialization in sports becomes more common nowadays,
we see a decrease in multi-sport athletes. The increase in
offseason training, as well as the increase in travel teams
that compete all year round, discourages students from
playing other sports when they could dedicate all their
time to one sport. It makes sense, especially if you want to
receive a scholarship for your favorite sport and colleges
can only give you one scholarship for one sport...so why
wouldn’t you only focus on one sport?
Chase Danielson is unique. Not a single person
of his senior class was a three-sport athlete for all four
years. Chase is extraordinary in the aspect that he was
the closest to being a part of a select group of prestigious
athletes. He competed in eleven out of twelve seasons,
playing basketball, golf, and volleyball, opting out of
volleyball his freshman year. When I interviewed Chase
about the season he missed, he asserted that “coming in as
a freshman, I wanted to ease into the school year, so I did
not play a fall sport that year.” He concludes that if Coach
Collins had been the volleyball coach a year sooner, then
he would have probably went out that season since Collins played a huge role in why he started the sport at first.
When asked why he played sports, Chase said “Playing
sports feels normal, so not having something to look
forward to when the next season comes around would
be weird. Sports also help you manage your time and
grades.” Chase`s favorite sport is basketball. Watching the
sport as an eight-year-old got him to dream of being a part
of the historic Memorial legacy left behind by the likes of
Wesley Matthews, Keaton Nankivil, and Vander Blue, to
name a few. In addition, Chase states that his “most memorable moment had to be senior season of basketball that
included a Florida tournament championship, 14 straight
conference championships, and to cap it off we made our
way back to the Kohl Center.” He goes on to add that “the
Kohl Center will
be a lifelong
memory.” Chase
Danielson is one
of a kind, and
hopefully down
the line there
will be more
well-rounded and
high achieving
athletes just like
him.
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Adrianne Lor: “There’s a saying that if someone fulfills their dreams, it becomes the dream of another. I want to be
that kind of person. I want to be your dream.” - Kim Nam-Joon
Allison Blanchard: “My biggest regret is that I will never be able to see myself live.” - Kanye West
Ameya Kulkarni : “I can eat forever.” - MC Stiddler
Ameya Sanyal: “The greatest gift of life is friendship, and I have received it.” - Hubert H. Humphrey
Asher Scarlett: “They don’t think it be like it is, but it do” - Abraham Lincoln
Ashley Janssen: “Do what you can, with what you have, where you are.” - Theodore Roosevelt
Bailey Besta: “Everything is finesseable”
Bella Walters: “Life’s not fair.”- Michael Walters
Ben Harrington: *Silence* - Bruce The Spartan
Bennett Tomalin: “Twitter fingers turn to Twitter fingers.” and “What’s one more?” - Class Of 2017
Billy Wilson: “I’m right you’re wrong shut up” - Coach Steve Collins
Brandon Rice: “You have enemies? Good. That means you’ve stood up for something, sometime in your life.”
- Winston Churchill.
Brock MacDonald: “We are all mutants. What’s more remarkable is how many of us appear to be normal” - Walter
Bishop, Fringe
Cailin Ahnen: “Be yourself, everyone else is taken.” - Oscar Wilde
Charlotte Goetzka: “Is she passed?” - some kindergartener in my program last summer
Chris Mann:“Nice work boyo.” - Atlas/Fontaine
Christopher Knight: “When you want to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, then you’ll be successful.” - Eric
Thomas
Colin Jackson: “You either play the game or let the game play you.” - Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson
Colin Supple: “The pickle juice didn’t help.” - Phil McCarthy and “Wes think you could stop a beach ball?” - Ryan
Kenny
Cora Kinney: “Life’s a climb, but the view is great.” - Miley Cyrus
Dalton Borenstein: “Merch” - Brandon Midstokke
Dane Peplinski: “Throw me to the wolves and I will return leading the pack.” - Me
Daniel Cisneros: YOLO
Daniel Gill: “I don’t have to live this lavish lifestyle.” - Shia LaBeouf
Danielle Farr: “What’s one more?” - Bennett Tomalin
David Chen: “Where’s the Water Wonder?” -Drake
Derek Norris: “Live Young, Wild & Free.” -Wiz Khalifa
Dima Halabi: “Are you afraid of the good you might do?” ― Victor Hugo, Les Misérables
Drake Horton: “To swim fast, you have to swim fast.” -Michael Drives
Ted Schewe: “Why be good at anything when you can just be mediocre at everything.” - Unknown
Emily Vosberg: “The greatest thing in life is doing what others say you cannot do.” -Unknown
Emma Hubbard: “All our dreams can come true if we have the courage to pursue them.” - Walt Disney
Eric TP: “The noun is ‘quotation’, not ‘quote.’” - quote by Tom Hardin
Erica Reiners: “This is water.” - David Foster Wallace
Freddie Lopez-Daniel: “I’m a fourth quarter senior so..?” -Itzel Martinez
Georgia Norton: “A broken clock is right twice a day” -Bennett Tomalin
Grace Quandt: “It doesn’t matter how slow you go as long as you do not stop.” -Sadie Hornacek, JMM Swim 2015
Greta Larget: “Happiness is an inside job. Don’t assign anyone else that much power over your life.” -Mandy Hale
Hadley Nellis: “Without a goal you can’t score.” - Casey Neistat
Haleigh Anderson: “Don’t be a second rate version of someone else, be a first rate version of yourself.” - Judy Garland
Hritik Sharat: “Believe you can and you are halfway there.” - Theodore Roosevelt
Hunter Peters: “2nd place is just the 1st loser.” - Drew Slempkes
Indonesia Fields: “Thru every dark night there’s a brighter day.” -Tupac
Izzy Owca: “There is such a thing as good grief. Just ask Charlie Brown.” -Michael Scott
Jack Votava:“No matter what happens, somebody will find a way to take it way too seriously.” -Dave Barry
Jacob Robinson: “If you aint saucin you’re lossin.” -Willy G
Jade Proctor: “Know what you’re worth and demand three times that.” -Trixie Mattel
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Jansen Hefty: “This will go a lot faster if you let me play with my balls for a second.” -Ryan Dunk
Jen Roth: “Never let others determine who you are.”
Jessica Liebau: “The ones who are crazy enough to think that they can change the world are the ones who do.” -Steve
Jobs
Jessica Wolenec: “Do what is right, not what is easy nor what is popular.” -Roy T. Bennett
Jocelyn Alcantara: “No sinners before 12 P.M.” - 4th Hour AP Lit
Joel Faliski: “This, too, shall pass.” -Edward Fitzgerald
John Vang: “A creative man is motivated by the desire to achieve, not by the desire to beat others.” -Deathrhyme
Jonas Bietz: “It’s a crossaint they’re going fast.” -Casey GT
Jordan Greene: “The easiest aspects of life will collapse below you, but the hardships of life will allow you to feel.”
Kristen Erickson: “Our deepest fear is not that we are unadequate. Our deepest fear is we are powerful beyond
measure.” -Marianne Williamson
Kristine Nguyen: “Time will change a person; it will change a lot of things. However, there is one thing it cannot
change: memories.” -Our Times
Kyle Witalison:”If you can dream it you can do it.” -Walt Disney
Lea Hulsey: “Holy cats!” -Ms. Guse
Lilly Snellman: “The earth has music for those who listen.” -William Shakespeare
Lindsey Barge: “YOLO” -Drake
Logan Bookstaff: “The creative adult is the child who has survived.” -Ursula K. Le Guin
Logan Simmerman: “ Yesterday is history. Tomorrow is a mystery. Today is a gift. That’s why we call it the present.”
- Alice Morse Earle
Madie Ward: “Madie put your phone away” -Ms. Dwyer
Maggie Alioto: “Piss & Love” -Mrs. Cook
Marisa Hetzler: “Unless someone like you cares a whole awful lot, nothing is going to get better. It’s not.” - Dr.Suess
Mary Shampo: “If your dreams don’t scare you they are not big enough.”
Megan Gale: “Music is my religion.” - Jimi Hendrix
Miranda Peterson: “I believe in the person I want to become”-Unknown
MK Anderson: “Don’t ask for permission, ask for forgiveness.” -Andie Smith
Molleigh Kempen : “Don’t worry be happy.” - Bob Marley
Molly McMahon: “Success is liking yourself, what you do and how you do it.”- Maya Angelou
Nathan Webber: “Look at all these kids laughing and smiling. I hate it.”- Drew Slemkis
Nic Litza: “OK, let’s do this.” -TheRPGMinx
Nicole Pham: “Oh, I got stamina, I’m free to be the greatest alive” - Sia
Noah Schneider: “Be the change you wish to see in the world” - Mohatma Gandhi
Odoi Lassey: “If you ain’t scoring, your boring.” -Robert Bennett
Olivia McDermott: “Happiness can be found even in the darkest of times, if one only remembers to turn
on the light.” -Albus Dumbledore
Payton Decker: “What’s one more?”
Phil McCarthy: “We are the music makers, and we are the dreamers of the dreams” - Willy Wonka
Rebecca Stone: “Life opens up opportunities to you, and you either take them or you stay afraid of
taking them.” -Jim Carrey
Rory McGuire: “If you can’t take the heat, get out of the kitchen.”
Ryia Steps: “Success always leaves footprints.”
Sara Schumacher: “All our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to pursue them” -Walt Disney
Spencer Miller: “Relationships that cannot be fixed with communication, cannot be fixed.”
Stella Ma: “Always remember that you are unique. Just like everyone else.” - Margaret Mead
Taylor Bearden: “I don’t think anyone is born knowing the reason why they’re here. It’s just something
you have to find as you go along.” -Honda Tohru
Tenzin Sopa: “Anyone who takes the time to be kind is beautiful.” -Richelle E. Goodrich
Tory Center: “What’s one more?” -Everybody
Tsering Dorjee: “Move forward get better.” -T Rich
Varsha Bhandari: “A reputation as a hard worker is a good reputation to have.” -Kevin Hart
Wesley Proctor: “Does my new feminism make me look fat?” -Libba Bray, Beauty Queens
Zach Gonring:“I can do all things through CHRIST who strengthens me.” -Philippians 4:13
Zachary Lecy: “Of course I dress nice - I wasn’t in the closet for nothin’!” - Z Lecy
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Perri Moran continued

and CAMM/yearbook. Over the past four years I’ve
been all over the board in the world of digital art, and
I am absolutely in love with that world. I have learned
only about editing,
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about
cooperation and
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However,
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Chris Mann
Paul Hollywood
MC Stiddler
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the JMM Art Department
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Christopher Knight
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CJ Brown
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of my dreams, Savannah
of Art and Design.
Mina VonBank
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J Fox
Colin Supple
Lilly Crochet
Up
until
this
past
year,
I
never
looked
forward to my
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Nathan Webber
future. Now, I couldn’t
be more excited to proceed full
Cora Kinney
Michael Cerniglia
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speed ahead with total
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Claire Reed
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Money
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Seniors Win Tommy Awards
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